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ABSTRACT. The band onorgy of gold has been oalcnilated for the point of llio Brillouin 
Zono by the Augmontod IManc Wave (A.P.W.) method with thw help of the universal poton- 
tial given by Oaspar for the noble metals. The (uuivergeiiee was tested for the state l \  and 
i.s Hooii to bo quite rajjid.
1 N T K O D U C T 1 C) N
The problem of finding the energy levels in a solid is essentially a manybody 
one the solution of which is practically impossible w ithout the help of some approxi­
mation methods. In practice, one starts w ith one electron Schrodinger equation 
with a potential which is periodic with the period of the crystal lattice. The energy 
is then calculated by a proper choice of the one electron wave function which 
must satisfy the Block’s condition
— ^  __ V  ^where A: is a vector of the momentum spacj and the function m* (r) has the perio­
dicity of the crystal lattice. There are various methods to find out the form of
_. —>%.(/•) of which the simplest one is to expand (r) in terms of plane waves whose 
wave vectors arc the reciprocal lattice vectors. But this method has the disad­
vantage that the lowest value of the secular equation may converge to the lowest 
eigen value of the atomic states thus necessitating large number of terms in the 
expansion. This difficulty has been overcome by Herring (1940) in his Ortho- 
gonalizcd Plane Wave (O.P.W.) method by orthogonalizing the plane waves with 
atomic core states. Although this method has become very successful in the 
case of simple metals and semi conductors, its success depends on the accurate 
knowledge of the atomic eigen values and eigen functions in advance. Another 
serious difficulty of this method is that for some symmetry states the opw’s may 
be automatically orthogonal to the core states and hence the convergence will 
be poor. This point has been discussed by Hermann (1954) who suggests tha t in 
order to improve the convergence, one must add some function to the opw’s which 
will be rapidly varying near the nucleus of the atoms forming the solid. But 
in the present formalism of the O.P.W. method, there is not much scope in adding 
rapidly varying functions near the nucleus.
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There is yet another method, the Augmented Plane Wave Method, which 
takes into account many of the above discrepancies. Tn fact Slater (1964) has 
pointed out that the Augmented Plane Wave method if a direct answer to Herman’s 
problem of addition of rapidly varying function tiear the nucleus. Another 
disadvantage of the O.P.W, method is that it requitjes the accurate knowledge 
of eigenvalues and eigen functions in addition to the knowledge of the potential. 
That is why the O.P.W. method has not been tried; in case of heavier metals 
such as gold because of the nonavailability of E^rtrce-Fock solution of the 
atomic states. I
The Augmented Plane Wave method was originally proi)osod by Slater (1937) 
and later modified by Slater and Saffron (1953). Sinefe then there have been many 
applications of the method by various authors. Among them the most notable 
ones are Howarth (1955) and Burdick (1963). Both of them have applied the 
method to copper with different potentials but very little has been attempted in 
the case of the other two noble metals c.g. silver and gold. Since there is aheady 
one calculation on silver by the O.P.W. method (Chatterjee and Sen, 1966), we 
have attempted in this i>apcr to calculate the energy bands in gold by the Aug­
mented Plane Wave Method.
() U T L I N  h: O F T H E  M E T O D
The augmented plane wave method has been originally proposed by Slater 
(1937) and later modified by Slater Saffren and (1953), and successfully applied 
to copper by Howarth (1965). Following these authors each augmented plane 
wave may be written as
«o fe (r—r„)e** •  '  + e (r< —r ) S  ¥ !Z -K
(1)
where e is a step function
e(x) =  1 for X ^  0 
e(x) — 0 for a; <  0
Hero k is the reduced wave vector, is the radius of the inscribed sphere on which 
the plane wave are joined with the spherical waves and r) is the solution 
of the radial equation.
d
dr (r® =  0 (2)
with the energy JS which is the expectation energy of the augmented planes wave. 
Thus, in the construction of each augmented plane wave one computes the radial 
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wave functions lli{E, /■ ) for a number of energies and I and then finds out the cor- 
rect value of H and Ri(K. r) from the following equation where to is the volume 
of the unit cell outside the inscribed sphere.
<l
.dr In lti(E, r) ... (3)r= r ;
Equation (3) is tlu^  condition for the expectation energy. The e<juation is Hatiaficd* 
by iiioaiis of trial and is quite laborious. But once the augmented plane waves 
are constructed accurately the problem bt‘comes quite easy. One then utilises 
tii(‘ variational procedure basc'd on the linear combination of to obtain the 
secular equation. The matrix elements of th(i secular equation ai*(i given by
— ►  — ►
<  kjk-, > = -Anr;^ (
(2^ d-l)J/(^ qA’dJ/(A2'ri)/^ /(cos 0 K \k2 )^ i
where / , =   ^J -  InltdE. ,^ r , ) -  ^  la Ri{E ,^ rt) j for
=  “  dE '•) for i ’l -  E,
and
I
+ (cos 0kiks)J/
where
Ji [^i^^lnRi(E^r)~E^^^lnRi{E^r)]^  for ^  E.
(4a)
(5)
dE  [ t  "■ )] _  +  [ l^Ei(E, r) ]  ^ for E^ =  E^f  r.^  - <
It E S U L T ,S A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
b v  calculation on gold, the radial equation (2) is solved numericallyby mo«» of tho Numero. motbod (R.U, 1962) with tbo univerW potootW gir«.
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by Caspar (1963). Sinco at present we are concerned with the power of convergence 
of th(^  method, wc have taken nine augmented plane waves for the point F of the 
Brillonin zone corresponding to the wave vectors (000) and (111). We have solved 
the radial wave equation (2) for i ==r 0 to i! =  6, For i >  6 the contribution to the
right hand side of equation (3) become negligible. Tho>yaluc of In Bi (F, r) j r —— r ^
aro given for the augmented plane wave with the re(^ced wave vector (111).
TABLE I
/
^ -------------------------
■ 1  f 1
Energy E L'i'- ‘ I r - n dE (dr ' 1lr^r<
-  . 85 ryd. 0 -0.25059 -0.93825
0 -9.91597 -38.50300
1 -  1.82408 -  0.24450
0 + 0.0(1902 -  0.71450
1 i\\ fl. :t -  (MK1I19I — 0.89400
4 -  0.77279 - 0.30(t.'>0
5 1.31440 f 0.19000
C) i 1.28000 -  0.22800
The nine by nine secular determinant has been factorised by the group
theoretical consideration to give the states F^ , F^, Fjg' and Fj' of which the deter-
miuant for Fj is two by two and all the otlier states are one by one. The values
are given in Table 11 from which the convergence for the state Fj can be seen to
be quite rapid.
TABLE II
Value of the energy in ryd
Sta 1st. order 2nd order
Ti -  .84008 -  .85004
ri5 .76034
r'25 1.34997
Ta' 1.48467
The calculation for the other symmetry points L and X  and for the higher waves 
for the point is under progress.
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